
 

 

 

 

 

At the moment you may be using a club rifle for your 

benchrest or LSR shooting.  If you become a dedicated 

benchrest or LSR shooter, you may at some stage look to purchase a scope for your own rifle.  

There is little point in buying a scope that outperforms your rifle.  A £3,000 scope on a £150 rifle 

is probably wasting about £2,700 which would be better spent on a high end rifle.  On the other 

hand, if you are lucky enough to be using a £3,000 rifle, you may well be looking to spend at 

least £500 on a scope.  Remember, it is always better to use equipment that will outperform you 

rather than you outperforming your equipment.  That way, you will always have equipment that 

supports your increasing level of skill.  

How much should I pay for my scope? 

This is probably the first question that you will need to answer, and could be (unless you are 

lucky) the main limiting factor on your eventual choice.  Scopes in today’s market can set you 

back from between £100 to £3,000!  My advice would be to buy the best you can afford.  With 

optics you really do get what you pay for.  The more you pay, the better the quality of glass 

lenses, lens coatings and longevity.  The first two of these will provide clearer and brighter 

images, the latter one will offer more robust housings and precise ‘clicks’ on windage and 

elevation turrets.  £150 should buy you a perfectly reasonable scope without too many 

trimmings.   £250 will get you a scope with some added extras such as an illuminated recticle 

and parallax adjustment.  Make sure you buy mounts that give very secure attachment. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
A modern scope with a range of ‘extras’ 

Recticle focus ring 
Illumination adjustment knob 

Magview Radius bar 

Elevation adjustment knob 

Turret shroud 

Parallax focus knob 

Objective lens 

Magnification 

adjustment ring 

Windage adjustment knob 



What type of scope should I buy? 

The three main issues to consider are: 

 magnification 

 parallax and 

 type of reticle 

Magnification: 

Magnification is the property of scopes that appears to bring the target closer to your eyes.  For 

example:  if a scope’s magnification is set at 8x it means that you will see the target 8x closer 

than using your naked eye.  But how much magnification do you need?  People who are new to 

shooting often think that the more the magnification the better. They tend to want to see the 

atoms that make up the target! This is not helpful.  8x magnification will cause an 8x increase in 

the ‘wobble’ seen through the scope.  This ends up with the shooter chasing the target (if 

standing) and snatching the trigger.  So buying a scope with more magnification than you need 

is a waste of money.  To find out how much magnification a scope has, look at the first number  

 

 

 

 

 

  

(or range of numbers) before the x.  For example, if a scope says 2 x 30, it means that the 

magnification is 2x.  This would be for a scope that has a fixed magnification.  However, if it says 

2 – 7 x 32, then the first range of numbers is the magnification.  This would be for a scope that 

has variable magnification.  My Hawke HK Scope has 4 – 12 x 55 written on the front of its body.  

So its range of magnification is between x4 and x12.  But what about the 55?  This number 

refers to the diameter of the objective (front) lens (in mm).  The larger the objective lens, the 

more light enters your eye.  As we get older, it is important to have more light rather than less.  

My 55mm objective lens is quite large!  However, large objective lenses are more expensive and 

heavier.  Weight is important if you are shooting LSR, not so much for benchrest.  Something 

else to bear in mind is that larger objective lenses require taller mounts to fit onto a rifle rail.  

This will require a more raised head position when shooting.  This is easy to resolve if your rifle 

has an adjustable butt plate.  If it does not, then it will be a matter of trial and error to balance 

lighting requirements with body position. 

Generally speaking, there is more light available outside on a sunny day than there is likely to be 

Internal layout of a rifle scope 



 

on an indoor range.  This brings us to the dilemma at our club.  We are spoilt for choice!  With 

the opening of our outdoor 50m range we have two entirely different shooting environments, 

which in turn may require a different approach to scopes.  Outside we can get away without 

large objective lenses, but we need more magnification for the distance of 50m.  Inside we may 

need larger objective lenses but smaller magnification for 20yds or 25yds.  So what should we 

do about this?  Well, we could buy two different scopes, one for indoors and one for outdoors, 

both of which have the cheaper fixed magnification. If you only have one rifle (only??), then this 

option would involve changing scopes depending on where you are shooting.  This will probably 

mean that you have to zero your rifle after changing the scope.   

The alternative would be to buy one scope that has variable magnification suitable for all the 
distances over which you shoot.  From my own experience, both my Hawke 4-12x variable on 
my rimfire rifle, and my Hawke Panorama 3-9X variable on my air rifle, work perfectly well over 
20yds to 50m and beyond.  However, whilst happy with my Hawke 4-12x over 20yds, it is 
operating close to its limit for indoor shooting.  Our benchrest captain tells me that 6 – 16x 40 is 
good for our indoor ranges and is reasonable for our 50m range but 6 – 24x may be better.  If 
eventually you wish to shoot greater than 50m, I suggest you consult members to see what is 
popular amongst them.   

Parallax: 

Try this: 

1. Put your thumb vertical at arm’s length covering a distant object (target) 

2. Close your non-dominant eye 

3. Move your head from side to side whilst keeping your thumb still 

You will have noticed your ‘target’ appeared to alter its position.   

Parallax is the effect whereby the position or direction of an object appears to differ when 
looked at from different positions.  Parallax error therefore occurs when the object is not 
viewed from the correct position. In shooting terms, parallax error is an unwelcome 
phenomenon that’s caused when scopes are mounted on rifles, when the target image is not 
focused on the reticle of the scope.  Parallax changes with distance.  The further away a target, 
the greater the parallax effect.  A 
fixed focus scope suitable for 
indoor range use will often have 
built-in parallax correction.  Over 
20yds – 25yds parallax is 
minimal.  You may not even 
notice it provided your head and 
eye positions are the same for 
each shot you take.  Over 50m it 
becomes more significant. 

 

Head position is critical to avoid parallax issues 



 

It’s easy enough to check for parallax error. Look through your scope and line up the crosshairs 
over your target, then move your eye slightly off-centre. If the crosshairs remain centred over 
the target, there is no parallax error; but if you move your eye and find the crosshairs are no 
longer over the target, you have a problem. If you were to make some shots and take no 
account of parallax error, your bullets or pellets would most likely not all land in exactly the 
same place. 

Luckily, many scopes can be corrected for parallax error, with the help of built-in objective or 
side-focus parallax adjustment controls. First, adjust the parallax control until the target is 
perfectly in focus, then check for any parallax error by moving your eye slightly off-centre. The 
target image should now be perfectly focused on the reticle, and the crosshair should remain 
over the target. 

Parallax error changes with distance, so you’ll need to readjust 
your controls every time you alter the distance over which 
you’re shooting.  This is why it may be best for you to buy a 
scope that can cope with the magnification and parallax issues 
if you intend to shoot indoors and outdoors.  Parallax error can 
also be minimised by keeping your eye central to the ocular 
lens for every shot you take, which is why maintaining a good, 
repeatable head position on your stock is so important. 

 

 

Type of reticle: 

A reticle is the aiming point in your field of view in most rifle scopes. Also referred to as 

'crosshairs', reticles are either glass etched or made out of wire.  There are several different 

types of reticles depending on the use of the scope.  Manufacturers of scopes have subdivisions 

of these, so it can get rather complicated.  However, types that are useful for target shooting up 

to 50m are fewer in number which makes life easier for us.  Here are a few common examples. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Most rifle scopes with higher 

magnification come with parallax 

adjustment, either on the objective lens, 

or side mounted. 

Duplex reticle:  This is an improvement upon the original simple crosshair design. 

It has the same cross-shape pattern with thicker lines until close to the centre 

where the lines become very thin again. This draws your eye into the centre of 

the scope for quicker and more natural aiming with better visibility of your 

target.  This type of reticle is general purpose and is still commonly found in 

target rifle scopes. 

 



 

                                                                   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

  

 

 

 

 

The choice is yours: 

There is a great deal of information in this article!  However, there can be no substitute for 

having a look at what other shooters at our club are using, and talking with them about the 

advantages and disadvantages of different types of scopes.  It is important that you have a look 

through what you are buying.  Gone are the days when we could try out equipment in the back- 

yard range of shooting supply shops!  However, these days we can order scopes on line. If you 

are very, very careful (like as in exceptionally careful), you could fit one to your rifle (don’t over-

tighten the screws) and take a look through it.  If you mark the scope, you may not be able to 

return it.  The other way is to ask a member if you could mount his / her scope to your rifle for 

you to see what it looks and feels like on your rifle.  This would be a big ask since it would mean 

this member having to re-zero his / her rifle afterwards.  Both Hawke and Valiant are producing 

variable magnification and parallax adjustable scopes for around £150.  Illuminated reticles 

would be an added cost.  There is also the option of buying used scopes from a shooting 

accessories shop which could save you £s. 

Dot reticle:  Essentially the same as a duplex reticle except it has a brightly coloured 

dot at its centre.  Some shooters prefer the centre of the reticle to be clear so they 

would not choose this type. 

 

Mil dot reticle:  This reticle features a typical crosshair type set-up with small 

dots that are mounted at milradian (1 minute of angle) intervals along both 

crosshairs. Mil-dots are a range finding reticle that allow you to estimate range 

based on the height and width of the mil-dots covered by the target.  This is not 

necessary for target shooting, but the dots also allow target shooters to 

compensate for both hold-over (dropping bullet trajectory) and wind-drift on 

outdoor ranges. 

 

Illuminated reticle:  As the name implies, illuminated reticles feature 

built-in lighting that offers drastically improved viewing, particularly in 

lower-light conditions. Any type of reticle can be illuminated or not, so 

make sure to look for illuminated or non-illuminated reticles in 

whatever style you prefer. 

 

https://www.amazon.com/dp/B06WW52HWT?tag=opticsmag-20&linkCode=ogi&th=1&psc=1


If later on you aspire to shoot over longer distances 

(100m +), you may want to take a look at this type of 

scope with a wheel for adjusting focus, but that is 

another day’s march! 

 

Happy and up close shooting to you all! 

Andrew (Training Officer) 

  


